
 
Early Development of Expressive Language: A Guide for Parents 

This graph presents general information for parents. Judgment about whether a specific child is meeting their milestones for communication development requires a comprehensive 

evaluation by a speech-language pathologist (S-LP). During assessment, S-LPs consider specific information such as gender, age, language exposure, and dialect. They also evaluate 

what the child understands, their social communication, speech sound acquisition, and aspects of expressive language not included in this chart. These bars represent a process of 

skills emerging and eventually becoming mastered. If a form is emerging, it’s present but not always used correctly. If a form is mastered, the form is consistently used correctly.  

 6 mths 1 yr 1½ yrs 2 yrs 2½ yrs 3 yrs 3½ yrs 4 yrs 4½ yrs 5 yrs 5½ yrs 6yrs 
              

  

VOCABULARY   ‘mama’ or ‘dada’ 

  1st word 

  5-10 words 

 ~ 50-100 words (on average) 

 ~ 200-300 words (on average) 

 ~ 450 words 

 ~ 1000-1500 words ~ 1500-2000 words 

SENTENCES   2-word phrases  3- to 4-word sentences 

  grammatical sentences 

GRAMMAR   noun + verb-ing (‘doggy eating’) 

  ‘be’ + verb-ing (‘doggy is eating’) 

  past tense (‘walked’) 

  3rd person singular (‘walks’) 

  past tense ‘be’ (‘was eating’) 

  future tense ‘be’ (‘will eat’) 

  regular plural (‘dogs’) 

  irregular plural (‘mice’) 

  possessive ‘s (‘dog’s food’) 

  articles ‘a’/’the’ (‘a dog’) 

  ‘no’, ‘not’  ‘can’t’, ‘don’t’ 

  pronouns (‘I, mine, he, you’) 

RED FLAGS  < 10-20 words 

 no 2-word utterances; < 200-300 words 

 no 3-word utterances 
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